
Vantagepoint AI’s Circle of Empowerment:  

Investing In the Future through the Louis B Mendelsohn 

Entrepreneurial Scholarship 

 

Vantagepoint AI (www.vantagepointsoftware.com) was founded 40 years 

ago by NASDAQ Trading Legend Louis B. Mendelsohn as the first artificial 

intelligence (AI) trading software in the world available to retail investors and 

traders.  Mr. Mendelsohn, a 1965 graduate of Hope High School in 

Providence, Rhode Island, established an annual $10,000 scholarship at the 

school in 2013.  The Louis B. Mendelsohn Entrepreneurial Scholarship is 

presented annually to recognize outstanding academic achievement and 

entrepreneurial spirit for college-bound business majors.  This award seeks 

to level the playing field for talented youth who have persevered through 

hardship and who might not otherwise have the resources to pursue their 

career in business-related fields. 

All winners of this scholarship have demonstrated a commitment to 

excellence and are asked to pay it forward when they achieve their own 

business successes.   

 

“I am thrilled to be able to make this award available to Hope High School 

graduates.  But I am equally impressed when years later I hear of their 

successes and major contributions in college and in the business world.  It 

http://www.vantagepointsoftware.com/
http://www.vantagepointsoftware.com/


truly warms my heart to help the younger generation and, in turn, watch them 

help others,” said Louis Mendelsohn. 

A shining example is the Winner of the 2016 Louis B. Mendelsohn Award,  

Hafzat Akanni. In 2019, she has been named the first black woman elected 

Student Government President at Boston University.  Miss Akanni, now a 

Senior at Boston University, has proven herself scholastically and as a 

powerful force in reshaping student government. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_4bhxkdriE 

“My teachers and family taught me to believe in the American Dream. This 

award helps recipients recognize that they have the power to change their 

lives through education and a willingness to work hard.” said Mendelsohn.  

“My junior high teacher, Lou Fillipelli, inspired me to apply to Carnegie Mellon 

University.  His exposure and support were instrumental to my career as a 

software pioneer and entrepreneur.  I hope my contribution can help others 

achieve their dreams.” 

Vantagepoint AI is a worldwide leader in artificial intelligence software to 

empower traders in the financial markets.  Vantagepoint software provides 

trend forecasts up to 3 days before trends moves with up to 86% 

accuracy.  Traders and investors using Vantagepoint’s artificial intelligence 

enjoy an edge and insight into the market that allows them to make smarter 

trading decisions.  See how Vantagepoint works with a demo 

at www.vantagepointsoftware.com/demo 

 

About Vantagepoint AI, LLC. 

Headquartered in Wesley Chapel, Fla., Vantagepoint AI, creators of Vantagepoint 
Software, is a leader in trading software research and software development. 
Vantagepoint forecasts Stocks, Options, Futures, Forex, and ETFs with proven 
accuracy of up to 86%. Using artificial intelligence, Vantagepoint’s patented Intermarket 
Analysis and Neural Network processes predict changes in market trend direction up to 
three days in advance, enabling traders to get in and out of trades at optimal times with 
confidence. Vantagepoint is also actively committed to giving back in the Tampa Bay 
community and to Shriners Hospitals for Children donating more than $650,000 since 
2007. 
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